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[57] ABSTRACT 

A method of manufacturing inversion ICs includes the steps 
of connecting a ?rst electrode pad group of a semiconductor 
chip to a second lead group via wires. connecting a second 
electrode pad group of the semiconductor chip to a ?rst lead 
group via wires. sealing the semiconductor chip. the ?rst and 
second lead groups. and the wires in a resin so that the outer 
lead portions of the leads are exposed. and bending the outer 
lead portions of the leads toward the bottom surface of the 
semiconductor chip. An IC module includes a mounting 
substrate. a standard IC mounted on the top surface of the 
mounting substrate. an inversion IC mounted on the bottom 
surface of the mounting substrate so that the leads providing 
connections to the same functions in the standard and 
inversion ICs are at the same point on opposite sides of the 
mounting substrate. and a plurality of connecting members 
on the mounting substrate. electrically connecting the 
opposed leads of the standard IC and the leads of the 
inversion IC together. 
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METHOD OF MANUFACTURING 
INVERSION TYPE IC’S AND [C MODULE 

USING SAME 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci? 
cation; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to a method of manufactur 

ing inversion type ICs for high-density mounting and to an 
IC module in which inversion ICs are mounted. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
The construction of a conventional resin seal type IC 8 is 

shown in FIG. 18. A semiconductor chip 1 is mounted on a 
die pad. An electrode pad 2 on a surface la of the semicon 
ductor chip 1 is electrically connected to an inner lead 
portion of a corresponding lead 4 by a wire 3. The semi 
conductor chip 1. the wire 3. the inner lead portion of the 
lead 4 and the die pad 11 are sealed by a main body of a 
package 5 made of a resin so that an outer lead portion 6 of 
the lead 4 is exposed. The outer lead portion 6 of each lead 
4 is usually bent toward the bottom surface 1b of the 
semiconductor chip 1 in order to mount the IC. 
When a plurality of ICs constructed as described above 

are mounted on a single mounting substrate and. for 
example. when a large-capacity storage device is formed. 
leads of the same pin numbers of a plurality of leads having 
the same functions must be connected to each other. When. 
for example. a plurality of ICs are mounted on both sides of 
a mounting substrate. since the pin arrangement of ICs 
mounted on the top surface of the mounting substrate does 
not match the IC pin arrangement mounted on the bottom 
surface. leads having the same functions do not match each 
other. Also. when a plurality of ICs are mounted on a single 
surface of a mounting substrate. leads having the same 
functions do not meet each other in adjacent ICs. As a 
consequence. there is a problem in that. since leads having 
the same functions are connected to each other. wiring on a 
mounting substrate becomes complex. 
A method shown in FIG. 19 for solving such a problem is 

disclosed in Japanese Utility Model Laid-Open No. 
62- 168652. In this method. ICs. such as ICs 9. have inverted 
pin connections formed by bending the outer lead portion 6 
toward the top surface 1a of the semiconductor chip 1. in 
contrast with standard ICs. such as ICs 8. in which the outer 
lead portion 6 is bent toward the bottom surface lb of the 
semiconductor chip 1. A standard IC 8 is mounted on a top 
surface 7a of a mounting substrate 7. and an inversion IC 9 
is mounted on a bottom surface 7b thereof. With this 
construction. leads corresponding to each other can be 
connected easily by merely providing a through hole 10 on 
the mounting substrate 7 because the leads of the same pin 
numbers of both ICs 8 and 9 are at the same point with the 
mounting substrate 7 in between. 

However. if an ultra-thin package. such as a TSOP (Thin 
Small Outline Package) having a thickness of approximately 
1 mm. is mounted as shown in FIG. 19. the following 
problem occurs. Since the package is thin. the outer lead 
portion 6 exposed to the outside from the main body 5 of the 
package is short. If heat stress. such as heat cycling. is 
applied thereto. the solder connection portion between the 
outer lead portion 6 and the mounting substrate 7 is 
destroyed by a short cycle. For this reason. although it may 
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2 
seem that. to absorb heat stress. for example. a lead guide 
surface of the IC 8 should be made higher and the length Li 
from the lead guide surface to the mounting substrate 7 made 
longer. in the inversion type ICs 9. on the contrary. the length 
L2 from the lead guide surface to the mounting substrate 7 
becomes shorter. and the performance deteriorates. 

In addition. there is another problem in that. productivity 
is reduced since the shapes of the bent leads are different for 
[Cs 8 and 9 and two types of dies for bending operations are 
required to manufacture standard and inversion type ICs. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention has been achieved to solve the 
above-mentioned problems of the prior art. 
An object of the present invention is to provide a method 

of manufacturing highly reliable inversion ICs which can be 
mounted in high densities with simple wiring. 

Another object of the present invention is to provide 
highly reliable IC modules which use such inversion ICs. 
To these ends. according to the present invention. there is 

provided a method of manufacturing inversion type ICs by 
using semiconductor chips which are the same as for stan 
dard ICs in which ?rst and second electrode pad groups are 
connected via wires to ?rst and second lead groups. 
respectively. all of which are formed on a surface of a 
semiconductor chip. and the outer lead portions of the leads 
are bent toward the bottom surface of the semiconductor 
chip. the pin connections thereof being inverted. the method 
including the steps of: connecting a first electrode pad group 
of a semiconductor chip to a second lead group via wires; 
connecting a second electrode pad group of the semicon 
ductor chip to a ?rst lead group via wires; sealing the 
semiconductor chip. the ?rst and second lead groups and the 
wires in a resin so that the outer lead portions of the leads 
are exposed; and bending the outer lead portions of the leads 
toward the bottom surface of the semiconductor chip. 

According to one aspect. the present invention which 
achieves these objectives relates to an IC module including 
a mounting substrate; a standard type IC. mounted on a 
surface of the mounting substrate. in which ?rst and second 
electrode pad groups on the surface of the semiconductor 
chip are connected via wires to ?rst and second lead groups. 
respectively. and the outer lead portions of the leads are bent 
toward the bottom surface of the semiconductor chip; an 
inversion type IC which is mounted on the bottom surface of 
the mounting substrate so that the of the inversion IC having 
the same function as those of the standard type IC come to 
the same point with the mounting substrate in between. ?rst 
and second electrode pad groups formed on the surface of 
the semiconductor chip being connected via wires to second 
and ?rst lead groups. respectively. and the outer lead por 
tions of the leads being bent toward the bottom surface of the 
semiconductor chip; and a plurality of connecting members. 
provided on the mounting substrate. for electrically connect 
ing the leads of the standard type IC and the leads of the 
inversion type IC having the same function as those of the 
standard type IC. 

According to another aspect. the present invention which 
achieves these objectives relates to an IC module including: 
a mounting substrate; a standard type IC. mounted on a 
smface of the mounting substrate. in which ?rst and second 
electrode pad groups on the surface of the semiconductor 
chip are connected via wires to ?rst and second lead groups. 
respectively. and the outer lead portions of the leads are bent 
toward the bottom surface of the semiconductor chip; and an 
inversion type IC which is mounted on the surface of the 
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mounting substrate so that the leads thereof and the leads of 
the standard type IC having the same function as those of the 
inversion type IC are adjacent to each other and electrically 
connected to each other. ?rst and second electrode pad 
groups on the surface of the semiconductor chip being 
connected via wires to second and ?rst lead groups. 
respectively. and the outer lead portions of the leads being 
bent toward the bottom surface of the semiconductor chip. 

According to the method of manufacturing inversion ICs 
of the present invention. ?rst and second electrode pad 
groups on a surface of a semiconductor chip are connected 
via wires to second and ?rst lead groups. respectively. in a 
manner opposite to that in the standard type IC. and the outer 
lead portions of each of the leads are bent toward the bottom 
surface of the semiconductor chip in the same manner as in 
the standard type IC. 

In the IC module. a standard type IC is mounted on a 
surface of a mounting substrate. whereas an inversion type 
IC manufactured by the method described in claim 1 is 
mounted on the bottom surface of the mounting substrate. 
The leads of the standard type IC and the inversion type IC~ 
having the same functions. are arranged so that they come to 
the same point with the mounting substrate inbetween. and 
are electrically connected to each other by connection mem 
bers. 

In an IC module according to another aspect of the present 
invention. the standard type IC and the inversion type IC 
manufactured by the described method are both mounted on 
the surface of the mounting substrate. and the leads of the 
standard type IC and the inversion type IC. having the same 
functions. are arranged adjacent to each other and are 
electrically connected to each other. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a cross-sectional view illustrating an IC module 
according to a ?rst embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 2 is a plan view illustrating a standard type IC used 
in the ?rst embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional view taken along the line 
[A-A] 3-3 of FIG. 2; 

FIG. 4 is a plan view illustrating an inversion type IC used 
in the ?rst embodiment; 

FIG. 5 is a cross-sectional view taken along the line 
[B-B] 5-5 of FIG. 4; 

FIG. 6 is a cross-sectional view illustrating an IC module 
according to a second embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 7 is a plan view illustrating a standard type IC used 
in the second embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 8 is a cross-sectional view taken along the line 
[C—C] 8——8 of FIG. 7; 

FIG. 9 is a plan view illustrating an inversion type IC used 
in the second embodiment; 

FIG. 10 is a cross-sectional view taken along the line 
[D-—D] 10-40 of FIG. 9; 

FIG. 11 is a plan view illustrating a standard type 1C used 
. in the third embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 12 is a cross-sectional view taken along the line 
[E-E] 12-42 of FIG. 11; 

FIG. 13 is a plan view illustrating an inversion type IC 
used in the third embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 14 is a cross-sectional view taken along the line 
[F--F] 14-14 of FIG. 13; 

FIG. 15 is a plan view illustrating an inversion type IC 
used in a modi?cation of the ?rst embodiment of the present 
invention; 
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4 
FIG. 16 is a cross-sectional view taken along the line 

[G——G] 16—16 of FIG. 15; 
FIG. 17 is a cross-sectional view illustrating an IC module 

according to a fourth embodiment of the present invention; 
FIG. 18 is a cross-sectional view illustrating a conven 

tional IC; and 
FIG. 19 is a cross-sectional view illustrating a conven 

tional IC module. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Preferred embodiments of the present invention will be 
explained below with reference to the accompanying draw 
rngs. 

In FIG. 1. a standard type IC 20 is mounted on the top 
surface of a mounting substrate 28. and an inversion type IC 
30 is mounted on the bottom surface thereof. The standard 
type [C 20 has a die pad 26. as shown in FIGS. 2 and 3. A 
semiconductor chip 21 is mounted on the die pad 26. First 
and second electrode pad groups 22a and 22b are located on 
a surface 21a of the semiconductor chip 21 along both sides 
of the length of the semiconductor chip 21. A ?rst lead group 
24a formed of leads 1 through 13 and a second lead group 
24b formed of leads 14 through 26 are arrayed in the vicinity 
of the long sides of the semiconductor chip 21. Each of the 
electrode pads of the ?rst electrode pad group 22a of the 
semiconductor chip 21 is electrically connected via one of 
wires 23. to an inner lead portion of a corresponding lead of 
the ?rst lead group 24a. Likewise. each of the electrode pads 
of the second electrode pad group 22b is electrically con 
nected via one of the wires 23 to an inner lead portion of a 
corresponding lead of the second lead group 24b. The 
semiconductor chip 21. the wires 23. the inner lead portion 
of each of the leads. and the die pad 26 are sealed in a main 
body of a package 27 made of a resin so that the outer lead 
portions 25 of the leads of the ?rst and second lead groups 
24a and 24b are exposed The outer lead portion 25 of each 
of the leads is bent toward the bottom surface 21b of the 
semiconductor chip 21. 
On the other hand. the inversion type IC 30 has a die pad 

36. as shown in FIGS. 4 and 5. The semiconductor chip 21 
similar to that used in the standard type IC 20 is mounted on 
the die pad 36. A ?rst lead group 34a formed of leads 1 
through 13 and a second lead group 34b formed of leads 14 
through 26 are alternatingly arrayed above the semiconduc 
tor chip 21. Contrary to the standard type IC 20. each of the 
electrode pads of the ?rst electrode pad group 22a of the 
semiconductor chip 21 is electrically connected via one of 
wires 33 to an inner lead portion of a corresponding lead of 
the second lead group 34b. while each of the electrode pads 
of the second electrode pad group 22b of the semiconductor 
chip 21 is electrically connected via one of wires 33 to an 
inner lead portion of a corresponding lead of the ?rst lead 
group 34a. The semiconductor chip 21. the wires 33. the 
inner lead portion of each of the leads. and the die pad 36 are 
sealed by the package’ 5 main body 27 made of a resin so that 
the outer lead portions 35 of the leads of the ?rst and second 
lead groups 34a and 34b are exposed The outer lead 
portions 35 of the leads are bent toward the bottom surface 
21b of the semiconductor chip 21 in the same manner as in 
the standard type IC 20. 
4M dynamic RAMs are shown as examples for the ICs 20 

and 30. In FIGS. 2 and 4. circled numerals near respective 
leads indicate the lead numbers of the respective leads. 
Letters written near respective electrode pads of the semi 
conductor chip 21 indicate the functions of the respective 
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electrode pads. For example. D indicates data input; Q 
indicates data output; W indicates write control input; A0 to 
A10 indicate address input; Vac indicates a power supply 
input of 5V; and V“ indicates a reference voltage input of 
0V. 
As described above. a group of leads to which the ?rst and 

second electrode pad groups 22a and 22b are connected are 
inverted for the standard type IC 20 and the inversion type 
IC 30. That is. in the standard type IC 20. the ?rst and second 
electrode pad groups 22a and 22b are connected to the ?rst 
lead group 24a and the second lead group 24b. respectively. 
In the inversion type IC 30. the ?rst and second electrode 
pad groups 22a and 22b are connected to the second lead 
goup 34b and the ?rst lead group 34a. respectively. For this 
reason, for example. the electrode pad for data input is 
connected to the ?rst lead of the 35 of the leads are bent 
toward the bottom surface 21b of the semiconductor chip 21 
in the same manner as in the standard type IC 21). 

As shown in FIG. 1. since the leads of the ICs 20 and 30 
are guided to the outside from a position deviated from the 
central portion of the package‘s main body 27 toward a 
position higher than and facing the surface 21a of the 
semiconductor chip 21. and bent toward the bottom surface 
21b of the semiconductor chip 21. the length of the leads 
exposed outside of the package’s main body 27 can be make 
relatively long. As a result. reliability against heat stress 
after mounting is improved. 

In addition. since the outer leads 35 of the leads of the 
inversion type IC 30 are bent toward the bottom surface 21b 
of the semiconductor chip 21 in the same manner as the 
outer leads 25 of the standard type IC 20. a die for the 
bending operation can be used which is common to the 
standard type IC 20 and the inversion type IC 30. Thus. 
workability and productivity are improved. 

FIG. 6 shows an IC module according to the second 
embodiment of the present invention. A standard type IC 40 
is mounted on the top surface of the mounting substrate 28. 
and an inversion type IC 50 is mounted on the bottom 
surface thereof. The standard type IC 40 is shown in FIGS. 
7 and 8. and the inversion type IC 50in FIGS. 9 and 10. The 
ICs 40 standard type IC 20. and the electrode pad for 0V 
reference voltage is connected to the twenty-sixth lead. In 
contrast. the electrode pad for (IV reference voltage is 
connected to the ?rst lead of the inversion type IC 30. and 
the electrode pad for data input is connected to the twenty 
sixth lead. 

Therefore. if these ICs 20 and 30 are arranged on opposite 
sides of the mounting substrate 28 as shown in FIG. 1. the 
leads of both ICs 20 and 30. having the same functions. are 
at the same point with the mounting substrate 28 in between. 
The corresponding outer lead portions 25 and 35 of these 
leads are electrically connected to each other through via 
holes 29. serving as connecting members. provided in the 
mounting substrate 28. 
The aforesaid inversion type IC 30 can be manufactured 

as set forth below. First. the semiconductor chip 21 is 
mounted on the die pad 36. Each of the electrode pads of the 
?rst electrode pad group 22a is connected via the wires 33 
to the corresponding leads of the second lead group 34b. 
while each of the electrode pads of the second electrode pad 
group 22b is connected via the wires 33 to the corresponding 
leads of the ?rst lead group 34a. Next. the semiconductor 
chip 21. the wires 33. the inner lead portions of the respec 
tive leads. and the die pad 36 are sealed by the main body 
of the package 27 so that the outer lead portions 35 of the 
leads are exposed. Thereafter. the outer lead portions and 50 
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6 
each have a semiconductor chip 41. ?rst and second lead 
groups 44a and 44b. a die pad 46 and a main body of a 
package 47. First and second electrode pad groups 42a and 
42b alternate in a line traversing the longitudinal center of a 
surface 41a of the semiconductor chip 41. The inner lead 
portions of the ?rst and second lead groups 44a and 44b are 
arrayed on both sides of the pad groups 42a and 42b. 
respectively. 

As shown in FIG. 7. in the standard type IC 40. each of 
the electrode pads of the pad group 42a of the semiconductor 
chip 41 is electrically connected via a corresponding wire 43 
to an inner lead portion of a corresponding lead of the ?rst 
lead group 44. Each of the electrode pads of the second 
electrode pad group 42b is electrically connected via one of 
wires 43 to an inner lead portion of a corresponding lead of 
the second lead group 44b. In contrast. in the inversion type 
1C 50. as shown in FIG. 9. each of the electrode pads of the 
?rst electrode pad group 42a of the semiconductor chip 41 
is electrically connected via one of wires 53 to an inner lead 
portion of a corresponding lead of the second lead group 
44b. Each of the electrode pads of the second electrode pad 
group 42b is electrically connected via one of wires 53 to an 
inner lead portion of a corresponding lead of the ?rst lead 
group 44a In both the ICs 40 and 50. the outer lead portions 
45 of the leads are bent toward the bottom surface 41b of the 
semiconductor chip 41. 

As described above. when a semiconductor chip having 
electrode pads along its center line is used. the inversion 
type IC 50 can be manufactured easily by merely changing 
the connections of wires 43 and 53. 
A standard type IC 60 used in the third embodiment is 

shown in FIGS. 11 and 12. In this IC 60. leads are guided 
from each of the four sides of a main body of a package 67. 
A semiconductor chip 61 is mounted on a die pad 66. A ?rst 
lead group 64a formed of leads 1 to 6. 15 and 16. and a 
second lead group 64b formed of leads 7 to 14 are arranged 
above the semiconductor chip 61. A ?rst electrode pad group 
62a and a second electrode pad group 62b are arrayed 
parallel to each other on a surface 61a of the semiconductor 
chip 61. Each of the pads of the ?rst electrode pad group 62a 
are electrically connected via one of wires 63 to an inner 
lead portion of a corresponding lead of a ?rst lead group 64a. 
Each of the pads of the second electrode pad group 62b is 
electrically connected via corresponding wires 63 to the 
corresponding inner lead portions of the leads of a second 
lead group 64b. The outer lead portions 65 of the leads are 
bent toward the bottom surface 61b of the semiconductor 
chip 61. 

In contrast. in an inversion type IC 70. as shown in FIGS. 
13 and 14. each of the pads of the ?rst electrode pad group 
62a of the semiconductor chip 61 is electrically connected 
via one of wires 73 to an inner lead portion of a correspond 
ing lead of a second lead group 74b. Each of the pads of the 
second electrode pad group 62b is electrically connected via 
one of wires 73 to inner lead portion of a corresponding lead 
of the ?rst lead group 74a. The outer lead portions 75 of the 
leads are bent toward the bottom surface 61b of the semi 
conductor chip 61 in the same manner as in the standard type 
IC 60. 
By combining the standard type IC 60 and the inversion 

type IC 70. highly reliable IC modules can be manufactured 
with simple wiring in the same way as in the ?rst and second 
embodiments. 

Although in the inversion type IC 30 used in the ?rst 
embodiment. as shown in FIGS. 4 and 5; the ?rst and second 
lead groups 34a and 34b are arranged above the surface 21a 
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of the semiconductor chip 21. the present invention is not 
limited to this case. For example. as in an inversion type IC 
80 shown in FIGS. 15 and 16. ?rst and second lead groups 
Ma and 84b may be arranged transverse the bottom surface 
21b of the semiconductor chip 21. In this case. since a 
dedicated die pad for supporting the bottom surface 21b of 
the semiconductor chip 21 cannot be provided. an insulating 
?lm 88 is bonded to the bottom surface 21b. and the 
semiconductor chip 21 is mounted on the ?rst and second 
lead groups 84a and 84b with the insulating ?lm 88 placed 
therebetween. Each of the pads of the ?rst electrode pad 
group 22a of the semiconductor chip 21 is connected via one 
of wires 83 to a lead of the second lead group 84b. Each of 
the pads of the second electrode pad group 22b is connected 
via one of wires 83 to a lead of the ?rst lead group 84a. 
These elements are sealed using a resin body of a package 
87 so that the outer lead portions 85 of the leads are exposed 
Although in the ?rst embodiment the standard type IC 20 

and the inversion type IC 30 are mounted on the top and 
bottom surfaces of the mounting substrate 28. respectively. 
the present invention is not limited to this case. As shown in 
FIG. 17. the standard type IC 20 and the inversion type IC 
30 may be mounted on the top surface of the mounting 
substrate 38 in such a way that they are adjacent to each 
other. The leads having the same functions in both ICs 20 
and 30. for example. each of the leads of the second lead 
group 24b of the standard type IC 20 and each of the leads 
of the ?rst lead group 34b of the inversion type IC 30 are 
adjacent to each other and electrically connected to each 
other. In this case. through holes need not be provided on the 
mounting substrate 38. 
What is claimed is: 
1. The method of making pairs of packaged semiconduc 

tor chips having inverted lead relationships for direct mount 
ing and parallel electrical connection of the pairs of pack 
aged semiconductor chips with the packaged semiconductor 
chips opposed to each other. the method comprising: 

preparing identical ?rst and second semiconductor chips. 
each semiconductor chip including opposed top and 
bottom surfaces, opposed ?rst and second edges, and 
?rst and second rows of electrode pads disposed on the 
top surface proximate the ?rst and second edges, 
respectively; 

mounting the ?rst semiconductor chip on a die pad of a 
?rst lead frame. the ?rst lead frame including ?rst and 
second rows of peripherally disposed leads. the ?rst 
row of leads being disposed proximate the ?rst edge 
and the ?rst row of electrode pads of the ?rst semi 
conductor chip and the second row of leads being 
disposed proximate the second edge and the second 
row of electrode pads of the ?rst semiconductor chip; 

connecting the electrode pads of the ?rst semiconductor 
chip in the ?rst row to corresponding leads in the ?rst 
row of leads of the ?rst lead frame with wires and 
connecting the electrode pads of the ?rst semiconductor 
chip in the second row to corresponding leads in the 
second row of leads of the ?rst lead frame with wires; 

encapsulating the ?rst semiconductor chip. the die pad of 
the ?rst lead frame. the wires. and parts of the leads of 
the ?rst lead frame in a resin with part of the leads of 
the ?rst lead frame extending from the resin; and 

bending the leads protruding from the resin encapsulating 
the ?rst semiconductor chip toward the bottom surface 
of the ?rst semiconductor chip; 

mounting the second semiconductor chip on a die pad of 
a second lead frame. the second lead frame including 
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?rst and second rows of peripherally disposed leads. 
the ?rst row of leads being disposed proximate the ?rst 
edge and the second leads being disposed proximate 
the second edge, the leads of the second lead frame 
extending across at least part of the die pad of the 
second lead frame and spaced from the top surface of 
the second semiconductor chip. the ?rst row of leads 
including ends proximate the second row of electrode 
pads of the second semiconductor chip. and the second 
row of leads including ends proximate the ?rst row of 
electrode pads of the second semiconductor chip; 

connecting the electrode pads of the second semiconduc 
tor chip in the ?rst row to corresponding leads in the 
second row of leads of the second lead frame with wires 
and connecting the electrode pads of the second semi 
conductor chip in the second row to corresponding 
leads in the ?rst row of leads of the second lead frame 
with wires; 

encapsulating the second semiconductor chip. the die pad 
of the second lead frame. the wires. and parts of the 
leads of the second lead frame in a resin with part of the 
leads of the second lead frame extending from the 
resin; and 

bending the leads protruding from the resin encapsulating 
the second semiconductor chip toward the bottom 
surface of the second semiconductor chip whereby the 
encapsulated ?rst and second semiconductor chips 
have inverted lead relationships. 

2. A method of making [pair] pairs of packaged semi 
conductor chips having inverted lead relationships for direct 
mounting and parallel electrical connection of the pairs of 
packaged semiconductor chips with the packaged semicon 
ductor chips opposed to each other. the method comprising: 

preparing identical ?rst and second semiconductor chips. 
each semiconductor chip including opposed top and 
bottom surfaces, opposed ?rst and second edges, and a 
?rst row of electrode pads. alternating electrode pads in 
the ?rst row being designated odd and even pads. 
disposed on the top surface; 

mounting the ?rst semiconductor chip on a die pad of a 
?rst lead frame. the ?rst lead frame including ?rst and 
second rows of peripherally disposed leads. the ?rst 
row of leads being disposed proximate the ?rst edge 
and the odd electrode pads of the ?rst semiconductor 
chip, and the second row of leads being disposed 
proximate the second edge the even electrode pads of 
the semiconductor chip; 

connecting the odd electrode pads of the ?rst semicon 
ductor chip to corresponding leads in the ?rst row of 
leads of the ?rst lead frame with wires and connecting 
the even electrode pads of the ?rst semiconductor chip 
to corresponding leads in the second row of leads of the 
?rst lead frame with wires; 

encapsulating the ?rst semiconductor chip. the die pad of 
the ?rst lead frame. the wires. and parts of the leads of 
the ?rst lead frame in a resin with part of the leads of 
the ?rst lead frame extending from the resin; and 

bending the leads protruding from the resin encapsulating 
the ?rst semiconductor chip toward the bottom surface 
of the ?rst semiconductor chip; 

mounting the second semiconductor chip on a die pad of 
a second lead frame. the second lead frame including 
?rst and second rows of peripherally disposed leads. 
the ?rst row of leads of the second lead frame being 
disposed proximate the ?rst edge and proximate the 
even electrode pads and the second row of leads of the 
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second lead frame being disposed proximate the odd 
electrode pads; 

connecting the even electrode pads of the second semi 
conductor chip to corresponding leads in the ?rst row 
of leads of the second lead frame with wires and 
connecting the odd electrode pads of the second semi 
conductor chip to corresponding leads in the second 
row of leads of the second lead frame with wires; 

encapsulating the second semiconductor chip. the die pad 
of the second lead frame. the wires. and parts of the 
leads of the second lead frame in a resin with part of the 
leads of the second lead frame extending from the 
resin; and 

bending the leads protruding from the resin encapsulating 
the second semiconductor chip toward the bottom 
surface of the second semiconductor chip whereby the 
encapsulated ?rst and second semiconductor chips 
have inverted lead relationships. 

3. A packaged semiconductor chip module comprising: 
a mounting substrate having opposed ?rst and second 

surfaces; 
a non-inverted packaged semiconductor chip mounted on 

the ?rst surface of the mounting substrate. the non 
inverted [package] packaged semiconductor chip 
including a plurality of leads arranged in ?rst and 
second rows. a first semiconductor chip having 
opposed ?rst and second edges and opposed top and 
bottom surfaces. a plurality of electrode pads arranged 
in ?rst and second rows on the top surface of the ?rst 
semiconductor chip proximate the ?rst and second 
edges, respectively. and wires connecting leads of the 
?rst and second rows of leads to corresponding elec 
trode pads of the ?rst and second rows of electrode 
pads. respectively, each of the leads including an outer 
lead portion extending from the [noninverted] non 
inverted packaged semiconductor chip wherein the 
outer lead portions of the leads are bent toward the 
bottom surface of the ?rst semiconductor chip and the 
bottom surface of the ?rst semiconductor chip faces the 
?rst smface of the mounting substrate; 

an inverted packaged semiconductor chip mounted on the 
second surface of the mounting substrate and including 
a plurality of leads arranged in ?rst and second rows. a 
second semiconductor chip identical to the ?rst semi 
conductor chip and having opposed ?rst and second 
edges and opposed top and bottom surfaces. a plurality 
of electrode pads arranged in ?rst and second rows on 
the top surface of the semiconductor chip proximate the 
?rst and second edges, respectively. and wires connect 
ing leads of the second and ?rst rows of leads to 
corresponding electrode pads of the ?rst and second 
rows of electrode pads. respectively. each of the leads 
including an outer lead portion extending from the 
inverted packaged semiconductor chip wherein the 
outer lead portions of the leads are bent toward the 
bottom surface of the second semiconductor chip and 
the bottom surface of the second semiconductor chip 
faces the second surface of the mounting substrate; and 

a plurality of connecting members on and penetrating the 
mounting substrate, electrically connecting leads of the 
[noninverted] non-inverted packaged semiconductor 
chip to corresponding leads of the inverted packaged 
semiconductor chip. 

4. The packaged semiconductor chip module of claim 3 
wherein each of the non-inverted packaged semiconductor 
chip and the inverted packaged semiconductor chip includes 
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a resin package encapsulating the ?rst and second semicon 
ductor chips. the wires. and parts of the ?rst and second rows 
of leads so that outer portions of the leads protrude from the 
respective packages and each of the leads in the inverted 
packaged semiconductor chip crosses part of and is spaced 
from the top surface of the second semiconductor chip. 

5. The packaged semiconductor chip module of claim 4 
wherein the inverted and non-inverted packaged semicon 
ductor chips are substantially rectangular and the outer lead 
portions extend from opposite sides of each of the inverted 
and non-inverted semiconductor chip packages. 

6. The packaged semiconductor chip module of claim 4 
wherein the inverted and non-inverted packaged semicon 
ductor chips are substantially rectangular and the outer lead 
portions extend from four sides of each of the inverted and 
non-inverted semiconductor chip packages. 

7. A packaged semiconductor chip module comprising: 
a mounting substrate having opposed ?rst and second 

surfaces; 
a non-inverted packaged semiconductor chip mounted on 

the ?rst surface of the mounting substrate. the non 
inverted packaged semiconductor chip including a plu 
rality of leads arranged in ?rst and second rows. a ?rst 
semiconductor chip having opposed ?rst and second 
edges and opposed top and bottom surfaces. a plurality 
of electrode pads arranged in ?rst and second rows on 
the top surface of the ?rst semiconductor chip proxi 
mate the first and second edges, respectively. and wires 
connecting leads of the ?rst and second rows of leads 
to corresponding electrode pads of the ?rst and second 
rows of electrode pads. respectively. each of the leads 
including an outer lead portion extending from the 
[noninverted] non-inverted packaged semiconductor 
chip wherein the outer lead portions of the leads are 
bent toward the bottom surface of the ?rst semicon 
ductor chip and the bottom surface of the ?rst semi 
conductor chip faces the ?rst surface of the mounting 
substrate; 

an inverted packaged semiconductor chip mounted on the 
?rst surface of the mounting substrate and including a 
plurality of leads arranged in ?rst and second rows. a 
second semiconductor chip identical to the ?rst semi 
conductor chip and having opposed ?rst and second 
edges and opposed top and bottom surfaces. a plurality 
of electrode pads arranged in ?rst and second rows on 
the top surface of the semiconductor chip proximate the 
?rst and second edges, respectively. and wires connect 
ing leads of the second and ?rst rows of leads to 
corresponding electrode pads of the ?rst and second 
rows of electrode pads. respectively. each of the leads 
including an outer lead portion extending from the 
inverted packaged semiconductor chip wherein the 
outer lead portions of the leads are bent toward the 
bottom surface of the second semiconductor chip and 
the bottom surface of the second semiconductor chip 
faces the ?rst surface of the mounting substrate; and 

a plurality of connecting members on and penetrating the 
mounting substrate, electrically connecting leads of the 
[noninverted] non-inverted packaged semiconductor 
chip to corresponding leads of the inverted packaged 
semiconductor chip. 

8. The packaged semiconductor chip module of claim 7 
wherein each of the non-inverted packaged semiconductor 
chip and the inverted packaged semiconductor chip includes 
a resin package encapsulating the ?rst and second semicon 
ductor chips. the wires. and the ?rst and second rows of 
leads so that outer portions of the leads protrude from the 
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respective packages and each of the leads in the inverted 
packaged semiconductor chip crosses part of and is spaced 
from the top surface of the second semiconductor chip. 

9. The packaged semiconductor chip module of claim 8 
wherein the inverted and non-inverted packaged semicon 
ductor chips are substantially rectangular and the outer lead 
portions extend from opposite sides of each of the inverted 
and non-inverted semiconductor chip packages. 

10. The packaged semiconductor chip module of claim 8 
wherein the inverted and non-inverted packaged semicon 
ductor chips are substantially rectangular and the outer lead 
portions extend from four sides of each of the inverted and 
non-inverted semiconductor chip packages. 

11. A packaged semiconductor chip module comprising: 
a mounting substrate having opposed ?rst and second 

surfaces; 
a non-inverted packaged semiconductor chip mounted on 

the ?rst surface of the mounting substrate. the non 
inverted packaged semiconductor chip including a plu 
rality of leads arranged in ?rst and second rows. a ?rst 
semiconductor chip having opposed ?rst and second 
edges and opposed top and bottom surfaces. a plurality 
of electrode pads arranged in a row on the top surface 
of the ?rst semiconductor chip with alternating elec 
trode pads in the row designated [as] odd and even 
electrode pads. and wires connecting leads of the ?rst 
and second rows to corresponding odd and even elec 
trode pads. respectively. each of the leads including an 
outer lead portion extending from the non-inverted 
packaged semiconductor chip wherein the outer lead 
portions of the leads are bent toward the bottom surface 
of the ?rst semiconductor chip and the bottom surface 
of the ?rst semiconductor chip faces the ?rst surface of 
the mounting substrate; 

an inverted packaged semiconductor chip mounted on the 
second surface of the mounting substrate and including 
a plurality of leads arranged in ?rst and second rows. a 
second semiconductor chip identical to the ?rst semi 
conductor chip and having opposed ?rst and second 
edges and opposed top and bottom surfaces. a plurality 
of electrode pads arranged in a row on the top surface 
of the second semiconductor chip with alternating 
electrode pads in a row designated odd and even 
electrode pads. and wires connecting leads of the 
second and ?rst rows to corresponding odd and even 
electrode pads. respectively. each of the leads including 
an outer lead portion extending from the inverted 
packaged semiconductor chip wherein the outer lead 
portions of the leads are bent toward the bottom surface 
of the second semiconductor chip and the bottom 
surface of the second semiconductor chip faces the 
second surface of the mounting substrate; and 

a plurality of connecting members on and penetrating the 
mounting substrate. electrically connecting leads of the 
[noninverted] non-inverted packaged semiconductor 
chip to corresponding leads of the inverted packaged 
semiconductor chip. 

12. The packaged semiconductor chip module of claim 11 
wherein each of the non-inverted packaged semiconductor 
chip and the inverted packaged semiconductor chip includes 
a resin package encapsulating the ?rst and second semicon 
ductor chips. the wires. and parts of the ?rst and second rows 
of leads so that outer portions of the leads protrude from the 
respective packages and each of the leads in the inverted 
packaged semiconductor chip crosses part of and is spaced 
from the top stnface of the second semiconductor chip. 

13. The packaged semiconductor chip module of claim 12 
wherein the inverted and non-inverted packaged semicon 
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ductor chips are substantially rectangular and the outer lead 
portions extend from opposite sides of each of the inverted 
and non-inverted semiconductor chip packages. 

[14. The packaged semiconductor chip module of claim 
12 wherein the inverted and non-inverted packaged semi 
conductor chips are substantially rectangular and the outer 
lead portions extend from four sides of each of the inverted 
and non-inverted semiconductor chip packages] 

15. A packaged semiconductor chip module comprising: 
a mounting substrate having opposed ?rst and second 

surfaces; 
at non-inverted packaged sernioonductor chip mounted on 

the ?rst surface of the mounting substrate. the non 
inverted packaged semiconductor chip including a plu 
rality of leads arranged in ?rst and second rows. a ?rst 
semiconductor chip having opposed ?rst and second 
edges and opposed top and bottom surfaces. a plurality 
of electrode pads arranged in a row [with alternating 
electrode pads designated as odd and even electrode 
pads] on the top surface of the ?rst semiconductor chip 
with alternating electrode pads in the row designated 
[as] odd and even electrode pads. and wires connecting 
leads of the ?rst and second rows to corresponding odd 
and even electrode pads. respectively. each of the leads 
including an outer lead portion extending from the 
non-inverted packaged semiconductor chip wherein the 
outer lead portions of the leads are bent toward the 
bottom surface of the ?rst semiconductor chip and the 
bottom surface of the ?rst semiconductor chip faces the 
?rst surface of the mounting substrate; 

an inverted packaged semiconductor chip mounted on the 
?rst surface of the mounting substrate and including a 
plurality of leads arranged in ?rst and second rows. a 
second semiconductor chip identical to the ?rst semi 
conductor chip and having opposed ?rst and second 
edges and opposed top and bottom surfaces. a plurality 
of electrode pads arranged in a row on the top surface 
of the second semiconductor chip with alternating 
electrode pads in a row designated odd and even 
electrode pads. and wires connecting leads of the 
second and ?rst rows to corresponding odd and even 
electrode pads. respectively. each of the leads including 
an outer lead portion extending from the inverted 
packaged semiconductor chip wherein the outer lead 
portions of the leads are bent toward the bottom surface 
of the second semiconductor chip and the bottom 
surface of the second semiconductor chip faces the ?rst 
surface of the mounting substrate; and 

a plurality of connecting members on and penetrating the 
mounting substrate. electrically connecting leads of the 
[noninverted] non-inverted packaged semiconductor 
chip to corresponding leads of the inverted packaged 
semiconductor chip. 

16. The packaged semiconductor chip module of claim 15 
wherein each of the non-inverted packaged semiconductor 
chip and the inverted packaged semiconductor chip includes 
a resin package encapsulating the ?rst and second semicon 
ductor chips. the wires. and the ?rst and second rows of 
leads so that outer portions of the leads protrude from the 
respective packages and each of the leads in the inverted 
packaged semiconductor chip crosses part of and is spaced 
from the top surface of the second semiconductor chip. 

17. The packaged semiconductor chip module of claim 16 
wherein the inverted and non-inverted packaged semicon 
ductor chips are substantially rectangular and the outer lead 
portions extend from opposite sides of each of the inverted 
and non-inverted semiconductor chip packages. 
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[18. The packaged semiconductor chip module of claim 
16 wherein the inverted and non-inverted packaged semi 
conductor chips are substantially rectangular and the outer 
lead portions extend from four sides of each of the inverted 
and non-inverted semiconductor chip packages] 

19. A pair of non-inverted and inverted packaged semi 
conductor devices wherein, 

the non-inverted packaged semiconductor device com 
prises: 
a plurality of leads arranged in ?rst and second rows; 
a ?rst semiconductor chip having opposed ?rst and 

second edges and opposed top and bottom surfaces 
and a plurality of electrode pads arranged in ?rst 
and second rows proximate the ?rst and second 
edges, respectively on the top surface of the ?rst 
semiconductor chip; 

wires connecting leads of the ?rst and second rows of 
leads to corresponding electrode pads of the ?rst and 
second rows of electrode pads, respectively; and 

a resin body encapsulating the ?rst semiconductor 
chip, the wires, and parts of the leads, each of the 
leads including an outer lead portion extending 
outside the resin package wherein the outer lead 
portions are bent toward the bottom surface of the 
?rst semiconductor chip; and 

the inverted packaged semiconductor device comprises: 
a plurality of leads arranged in ?rst and second rows; 
a second semiconductor chip identical to the ?rst 

semiconductor chip and having opposed ?rst and 
second edges and opposed top and bottom surfaces 
and a plurality of electrode pads arranged in ?rst 
and second rows on the top surface of the second 
semiconductor chip; 

wires connecting leads of the second and first rows of 
leads to corresponding electrode pads of the ?rst and 
second rows of electrode pads, respectively; and 

a resin body encapsulating the second semiconductor 
chip, the wires, and parts of the leads, each of the 
leads including an outer lead portion extending 
outside the resin package wherein the outer lead 
portions are bent toward the bottom surface of the 
second semiconductor chip. 

20. The pair of non-inverted and inverted packaged 
semiconductor devices of claim 19 wherein each of the leads 
in the inverted packaged semiconductor device crosses part 
of and is spaced from the top surface of the second semi 
conductor chip. 

21. The pair of non-invented and inverted packaged 
semiconductor devices of claim 20 wherein the resin bodies 
of the inverted and non-inverted packaged semiconductor 
devices are substantially rectangular and the outer lead 
portions extend from opposite sides of each of the inverted 
and non-inverted packaged semiconductor devices. 

22. The pair of non-inverted and inverted packaged 
semiconductor devices of claim 20 wherein the resin bodies 
of the inverted and non-inverted packaged semiconductor 
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devices are substantially rectangular and the outer lead 
portions extend from four sides of each of the inverted and 
non-inverted packaged semiconductor devices. 

23. A pair of non-inverted and inverted packaged semi 
conductor devices wherein, 

the non-inverted packaged semiconductor device com 
prises: 
a ?rst semiconductor chip having opposed ?rst and 

second edges and opposed top and bottom surfaces 
and a plurality of electrode pads arranged in a row 
on the top surface of the ?rst semiconductor chip 
with alternating electrode pads in the row designated 
odd and even electrode pads; 

a plurality of leads arranged in ?rst and second rows 
proximate the ?rst second edges, respectively; 

wires connecting leads of the ?rst and second rows to 
corresponding odd and even electrode pads, respec 
tively; and 

a resin body encapsulating the ?rst semiconductor 
chip, the wires, and parts of the leads, each of the 
leads including an outer lead portion extending 
outside the resin package wherein the outer lead 
portions are bent toward the bottom surface of the 
?rst semiconductor chip; and 

the inverted packaged semiconductor device comprises: 
a second semiconductor chip identical to the ?rst 

semiconductor chip and having opposed ?rst and 
second edges and opposed top and bottom surfaces 
and a plurality of electrode pads arranged in a row 
on the top surface of the second semiconductor chip 
with alternating electrode pads in the row designated 
odd and even electrode pads; 

a plurality of leads arranged in ?rst and second rows 
proximate the ?rst and second edges, respectively; 

wires connecting kads of the second and ?rst rows to 
corresponding odd and even electrode pads, respec 
tively; and 

a resin body encapsulating the second semiconductor 
chip, the wires, and parts of the leads, each of the 
leads including an outer lead portion extending 
outside the resin package wherein the outer lead 
portions are bent toward the bottom surface of the 
second semiconductor chip. 

24. The pair of non-inverted and inverted packaged 
semiconductor devices of claim 23 wherein each of the leads 
in the inverted packaged semiconductor device crosses part 
of and is spaced from the top surface of the second semi 
conductor chip. 

25. The pair of non-inverted and inverted packaged 
semiconductor devices of claim 24 wherein the resin bodies 
of the inverted and non-inverted packaged semiconductor 
devices are substantially rectangular and the outer lead 
portions eJa‘end from opposite sides of each of the inverted 
and non-inverted packaged semiconductor devices. 

***** 


